Abstract First, we demonstrate fresh approach for investigating the quantization of local electromagnetic field presented by Maxwell equations. As result, we show that the local electric and magnetic fields are absence in vacuum. On other hand, we show that the magnetic field presence as transverse wave in medium consisting of neutral atoms but electric field is absence. In this context, we predict the existence of free Quasi-MagneticWave Excitations which are similar to Planks photons. In this letter, we estimate the mass of local magnetic-wave as m ≈ 10 −36 kg. As major feature of presented theory is that the Goldstone massless bosons and Higgs bosons with massive mass as well as Relativistic Theory of Einstein are wrong sign.
INTRODUCTION.
The field of prediction elementary particles is a very complex, and as yet not fully solved, Problem. The study of field theoretical models connected with spontaneous breakdown of symmetry, which permits to have a non-zero vacuum expectation value, occurs, if Lagrangian fully invariant under an internal Lee group were proposed by different authors [1] [2] [3] [4] .
Following initial works, done by Goldstone [5] and Higgs [6] exhibiting on display the Goldstone massless bosons and Higgs bosons with massive mass as yields of Lorentz invariant relativistic field theories in which internal symmetry breaks down spontaneously within a model of a self-interacting two scalar fields.
In this letter, we shall pursue a fresh approach for prediction wave-boson with spin one within the quantization of Classic Electromagnetic Field, which permits to obtain an energetic spectrum of Plank-photon-wave excitations, and estimation of value mass of magnetic-waves. In this sense, we prove that the Goldstone massless boson and Higgs bosons with massive mass as well as Relativistic Theory of Einstein are wrong sign.
DIRAC MODEL.
First, theoretical description of the quantization local electromagnetic field in vacuum within a model of electromagnetic field as gas consisting of the Boselocal electromagnetic waves with spin one in volume V was proposed by Dirac [7] . These waves propagate in vacuum by speed of light c. Dirac applied the quantization form of vector potential for local electromagnetic field A as:
where kl is the summation by two directions of polarization. Obviously, A satisfies to wave-equation
where Fourier components of vector potential local waves A + k and A k are postulated as the Bose-operators of "creation" and "annihilation" waves with spin one by wave -vector k and having the energyhkc. These operators satisfy to the Bose commutation relations [· · ·] − as:
The condition of transverse electric field in vacuum represents by following expression for vector potential:
As major result of theory Dirac is the Hamiltonian of radiationĤ R : 
by application of well-known Bose commutation relation:
This reasoning leads to a breakdown of description energy wavē
To avoid from wrong sign we suggest that the operators A + k and A k are the Pseudo-Bose-operators which implies that they cannot satisfy to Bose commutation relations but can be expressed by Bose-operators. Furthermore, we introduce the quantization form of scalar potential for local electromagnetic wave by analogy form of Eq.(1):
which in turn satisfies to wave-equation presented by analogy form of Eq.(2):
where Fourier components φ + k and φ k are postulated as the Pseudo-Bose -operators in analogy of the operators A + k and A k . Indeed, the wave-equations Eq. (2) and Eq. (9) are defined by support of presence Lorentz condition:
which creates important conjunction between Fourier components of local vector and scalar potentials as the Pseudo-Bose -operators:
The given connection provides the absence of local electric field in vacuum E = 0 because vector electric field
This resoning leads to absence of local magnetic field H in vacuum by support of Maxwell Equation:
Thus, the electromagnetic waves may not propagate in Zero-Vacuum because E = 0 and H = 0.
However, such situation may be changed when we consider the electromagnetic radiation in medium. Then, the Eq.(12) takes the form
although the electric field in medium is absence E = 0 which means removing of Eq.(3) but we may note that the magnetic field is presence due to Equation of Maxwell B = H + M where B is the vector local magnetic field in medium; M is the magnetic polarization.
In this context, the quantization form of local magnetic field in vacuum is determined by following form:
which presents the transverse field because divH = div · curlA = 0. So that, the Hamiltonian of radiation in mediumĤ 0 consists of the Hamiltonian of radiationĤ R in vacuum plus the Hamiltonian of radiationĤ A connected with interaction light with neutral atoms in medium:
To calculate a square of local magnetic field H 2 , we consider a supporting formulae from textbook [8] 
which is determined as
at using of curlA = ∇xA.
As it is seen the Eq.(15) is calculated within following way:
In our analysis, the total energy of radiation in vacuum is defined by existence of stand magnetic wave because there is delta function δ k+ k1 in above-presented expressions. This reasoning implies that two running local magnetic waves with wave vectors k and k 1 in the same point of coordinate space determine the one whole stand magnetic wave at condition k 1 = − k. Therefore,
To present Hamiltonian of radiation in Eq.(18) by diagonal form, in beginning we determine the Pseudo-Bose-operators of vector potential for local magnetic wave via clear Bose-operators of waves with spin oneâ
andâ k,t , respectively, "creation" and "annihilation" of local magnetic wave with energȳ hkc:
and
where A 0 is postulated as the constant vector potential for one local magnetic wave; N k =â + kâ k is the operator of occupation number of local magnetic Bose-waves with wavevector k.
Further, the Hamiltonian of radiationĤ R in Eq.(18) takes following form in the space of the occupation numbers of the local magnetic Bose-waves:
where
V is the density of square constant vector potential for one local magnetic Bose-wave; hence we may state that the first term in right part of Eq.(19) expresses the kinetic energy of local Bose-waves, while the second anomalous term determines the interaction between local magnetic Bose-waves in the space of wave-vectors k, if we postulate that the local magnetic Bose-wave has the mass m which depends on the density square vector potential of one wave The next step is to examine the Hamiltonian H Q of the interaction between N local magnetic waves and n oscillators in volume V [7] . 
where p = −ih∇; e and m e are the charge and mass of electron. By supporting of the method second quantization for system of n electrons [10] , we introduce a second quantization wave function for one electron with coordinate r, σ:
where the operatorsĉ 
The HamiltonianĤ Q , describing the interaction between N local magnetic waves and n oscillators by application of the second quantization form, takes a following form: 
As we see the partsĤ Ap ,Ĥ pA and second term into finally form in right part ofĤ A 2 (withoutĤ A ) strongly depend on the operator of the fluctuation density electronsĉ + k1,σĉ k1− k,σ which determines the interaction between local magnetic field and atoms. On other hand, we may state that the part ofĤ A in Eq.(27) defines the energy radiation in medium which in turn is determined by interacting stand magnetic local waves with atoms. As we mentioned in above the energy radiation is connected with existence of stand waves. In this context, we pick out the termĤ A in Eq.(27) as the energy of radiation which is appeared in medium, and determines the additional HamiltonianĤ A to the Hamiltonian of radiation in vacuum presented in Eq.(19). Obviously, the additional term of Hamiltonian radiationĤ A is not depending on the fluctuation density of electrons.
Thus, by supporting transformation forms of operators A 
Now, we present the total Hamiltonian H 0 of radiation in the medium:
The evaluation of energy levels of the operatorĤ 0 in Eq.(30) within diagonal form, we apply the Bogoliubov linear transformation [9] :
where L k is a real symmetrical function of the wave vector k. The diagonal form of operator HamiltonianĤ 0 represents as:
Hence we infer that the Bose-operatorsb
andb k are the "creation" and "annihilation" operators of the free Quasi-Magnetic-Wave Excitations with energy: This result tends to infinity at finite value of mass m and value of velocity wave v = c. Our analysis have shown that the quantisation of local electromagnetic field in vacuum leads to absence of one in vacuum. Further, we predict the existence of Photon-wave excitations in dielectric materials. The estimation of the mass of local magnetic wave as m ≈ 10 −36 kg represents as a significant result because the Goldstone massless bosons and Higgs bosons with massive mass are involved in handling the models by support spontaneous breakdown of symmetry, which permits to have a non-zero vacuum expectation value. As it is seen the existence of finite value of mass of local magnetic-wave in zero-vacuum leads to the breakdown of Einsteins Relativistic Theory.
